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CMYK
“Through the mixing of colours infinite other
colours are born, but there are only four true
colours – as there are four elements – from which
more and more other kinds of colours may be thus
created. Red is the colour of fire, blue of the air,
green of the water, and of the earth grey and ash.”
- Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1472)
How do artists use colors in their practice? Alberti is
a pioneer in art history; he analyzed colors and paintings and laid the foundation for color theory. Artists
still use these theories in their practice today, as they
experiment with infinite color possibilities, especially
using the spectrum CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow,
key). The Artists in this group exhibition play with
a large range of colors in their sculptures, photographs, mixed media, and canvas works. Some are
mastering monochromes, while others are exploiting
a variety of color effects, contrasts, and temperature.
With perfect control, these artists utilize cool colors
to create warm artworks.
Carmelo Midili’s works are made with discarded
paintings on canvas panel that he has been collecting
from art school dumpsters in NYC. In his recent work,
Midili decided to keep the found paintings intact. He
does not apply additional color, but rather keeps the
works in their raw state.
Joongyung Kim uses the raw color of material as if he
has no special purpose, but in his recent works he
prefers using various colors.

For Maria Belford, it is just as important to highlight
the color and vibrancy of small, nonessential objects
as it is to embrace the more prominent and extraordinary objects and subjects.
Zahra Nazari employs colors that directly relate to
the imagery in her paintings and their messages. She
uses cool colors, such as blue and gray hues, found
in metal and glass; in addition, she applies warm
earth tones, such as burnt umber and ochre, to various shades of Phthalo blue, yellow, red, and green.
Sul Rzayev uses natural products like tea, coffee,
and red wine to color his sculptures. To color some
works, Rzayev rubs watercolor to the terra-cotta surface, or applies ceramic glazes or bronze patinas.
On the surface of Joel Tretin’s photos, color and
lighting are an alibi that justifies an image. The color
is natural, and carefully blends disparate images
together. Then, he colors each image to set an emotional pallet.
In Karen Fitzgeral’s work, the subtlety of tone and
its interactions are crucial. Because the paint is very
thin, undertones of color shine through and influence
the colors above it.
Damien Anger
Chief Curator

I am honored to work with Carrie Able and to have
these talented artists displaying their artworks in
our space at Carrie Able Gallery.
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CARMELO
MIDILI
“My works are three dimensional pieces made with
discarded paintings on canvas panel that I have been
collecting from art school dumpsters in NYC for the
last 6 years.
I create a supporting structure from wood, giving the
pieces their ultimate form by cutting and shaping discarded paintings on canvas panels and gluing them
together.
My practice of recycling artwork by other artists is a
unique approach, I am fascinated by each painting I
find; each one carries its own history, passion, and
feeling from an artist who condemned his painting to
the trash. The anonymous history of these disposed

paintings is really interesting to me and it gives me
great pleasure to revive the paintings and assemble
them in a way where they interplay with each other.
The final result of my work brings life to the paintings
and merits both the original artists their subjects.
The practice of recycling works also stems from my
reflections on the concept of failure. Failure in development – not only as artists, but also as human beings
– is an essential step for growth. I like celebrating the
process of development by reviving these abandoned
paintings and paying homage to the artists’ failures.”
Failure is not the opposite of Success. On the contrary, it is a necessary step for arriving to success.
- Carmelo Midili

Vie Infinite
Wood, discarded painting on canvas panel, pumice, sand
45’’x36’’x5’’
2014
$3.750
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
I got my Civil Engineering degree back in 1995 and
before that I was never interested in art. One day I went
for my first time to see an exhibition. The artist was
Joan Miro’ and I really fell in love with his paintings. I
left the museum promising to myself to take a art class.
So I did, and I started with the basics of drawing,
watercolor, oil, and acrylic painting.

inspired by the concept of infinity. I create a space
that implies that what we see may only be a part of
something much bigger, space which reaches deep
and beyond without end in sight.
My works are connections between the room where
the sculpture is situated (which has defined, tangible limits), and an unknown world where limits and
dimensions do not exist.
How do you use colors in your work?

Soon thereafter, I moved to Rome to study at the Accademia di Belle Arti, and after 3 years my passion for
painting was so strong that I decided to leave my job
as an engineer and move to New York to start a new
career path as an artist.
How do different art forms or technics influence
your work?
The most important influence on my work comes from
Architecture. Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, Santiago Calatrava, Renzo Piano are my favorite architects whose
works have always inspired my art. My work often sits
within an architectural context, but can always be distinguished from architecture because it focuses on the
experiential properties of space rather than their practical applications.
What inspires you the most?
My work is three dimensional, and it is very connected
to Architecture. What inspires me the most are the
shapes that I see in landscape (cliffs, mountains, hills).
My intent is to create a space with a sense of harmony with the natural world. Some of my work is also

My works are three dimensional pieces made with
discarded paintings on canvas panel that I have been
collecting from art school dumpsters in NYC. I cut
the discarded painting on canvas into smaller shapes
and then affix the pieces together randomly to create
braided strands.
In my old work I used to paint over the paintings with
a monochromatic color. Most of the time I used blue,
red, and yellow to contrast the shape of the work with
a shadow. In my recent work I don’t paint the final
sculpture anymore. I decided to keep the paintings
intact and in their raw form in which I found them.
The reason is because through my work, I would
like to give homage to failure. I would like to engage
the public to honor the importance of failing and taking risks in life. In this particular case, I explore the
importance of the artist to fail at painting. Failure is
a key step in growing as a person and I believe that
we should respect our failures and be encouraged to
take risks–even if they could result in failure. Failure
is not the opposite of Success. On the contrary, it is a
necessary step for arriving to success.
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JOONGYUNG
KIM
“My works consider and observe the process of a work
becoming art. It is a critical approach about the action
that happens in the field of art. I use many examples
that are produced in reverse process. I started out studying at the art college, but it was afterwards that art became more important to me. In recent
years, I have been influenced by institutional criticism
or work on the theme of art itself rather than on the
theme of individual sensitivity or personal experience.
Because I think that the thoughts about the art itself
will allow me to get closer to the answer to “what I do”.
So the attitudes of the various artists questioning this
existing universal concep all affected me.
What inspires me in my work is to pay attention to the
facts behind it by removing the illusion that was put
on the objects. In the past, I was worried about how
to make works. Now, it is about the exhibition itself or
the art itself because I think there is a habitual illusion
when audiences appreciate it. I am interested in its
removal. I think a little different approach is possible
when I take away this embraced illusion.
We seem to be very generous about art. Because,
appreciation is a prepared approach to all the possibilities of an artwork can be, for example we make a clear

distinction between the spaces of art (for example
an art museum, an art college, a gallery etc.). I think
this is perhaps the illusion of art and the attitude of
viewers towards this illusion to make art. So I try to
make things that are hard to distinguish its meaning
by removing this illusion.
Examples through simple rules in my works do not
provide motivation for its narrative or creation. Rather,
it is nametag that is used as the peripheral condition
of the work to generate it.
In the process of work, the shape, size, color, etc.
are determined by the instructions or descriptions in
the primary material (audio guide, etc.). The components of the work, such as color, act as clues or evidence within it, and the decision is accompanied by a
mechanical process. Because of this, such elements
(color, material, size, etc.) will have little meaning
other than its’ visual qualities .
I would like to talk about the art. At the point where
the link between the image and the content that was
in contact, without a doubt, was broken.“
- Joongyung Kim

Sophie Taeuber Arp - Tapisserie Dada, Composition
à triangles, rectangles et parties d‘anneaux
Object
42”x22”
2016
$300
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Andreenko Peinture
Mixed medium sculpture
8”x12”x8”
2015
$700
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
In fact, I like to make things, so I started sculpture and
went to the art college. While studying at school, I
thought there was more to art than just making it well.
I thought that art would make its own way of seeing
the world, as I explored the works of my favorite and
respected artists. I think that art has become an important part of my life since I decided to look at the world
through the artist ‘s gaze.
How do different art forms or technics influence
your work?
I can not say that I am influenced only by certain things
because there are countless forms and methods in art.
I do not like working with specific technologies, materials, or formats as content. Instead,I like to work with
techniques, materials, and formats as a method, not as
content. And I like work that has a critical view on the
subject.

What inspires you the most?
I am inspired by scenes that reveal the characteristics of some field. For example in Art field, i am
inspired by the wine during the exhibition openings,
the expression of the artist who has won the award
and the artist who has not received it, jealousy, elegant greeting, pride, quiet art museum, art museum
security, requirements of exhibition application and
so on. Of course I am inspired by not only art but also
everyday things.
How do you use colors in your work?
Generally, I like to use the raw color of material if I
have no special purpose. This is because certain colors may have specific purposes and meanings. I use
various colors for my recent work. This is because the
information that is the material of the job sometimes
indicates color.
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MARIA
BELFORD
Her photographs aim to create a connection and commonality with the subjects depicted. She is constantly
working toward using photography as a medium of catharsis, while working on projects exploring the themes
of feminism, marginalized youth, and immigrant communities. Most importantly, she wants the subjects- whether
they are people, places, or passing moments, to tell their
own stories without interference or provocation. Stories
that have yet to be told, or are often erased or silenced is
where her lens is focused.

Independence
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
Archival Matte Giclee Print
16”x20”
2016
$500
Waiting on Charlotte Street
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
Archival Matte Giclee Print
16”x20”
2016
$500
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El Rey,
Cuba
Archival Matte Giclee Print
16”x20”
2017
$500

When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
I come from a family with a long background in art
across various mediums, so I truly feel as though art
has always been a regular and important part of my
life. The strong presence and importance of art has followed me throughout my life personally & professionally through my education studying Art History, and
through my career as a documentary photographer. I
believe art provides the opportunity to learn, educate,
tell a story, and shed light on current local and worldwide issues and communities in a creative and innovative way; my passion for creating and learning from
art fuels my motivation and is a driving force in my life.
How do different art forms or techniques influence
your work?
I am constantly influenced and inspired by art forms
outside of photography- and in general I think it’s
important to learn and draw inspiration from art forms
outside of the one that you practice. Whether it’s poetry,
literature, music, painting, sculpture, etc- I draw inspiration from art and artists that capture authenticity and
human emotion in an organic and genuine way while
still remaining innovative and visually compelling. I’m
always striving to tell my subjects’ stories in the most
non disruptive and authentic way possible, and it’s
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always encouraging and enlightening to study artists
who have been able to do that in their work in their
own unique ways.
What inspires you the most?
Place, culture and identity inspire me the most- especially as it applies to the subjects I am documenting.
I don’t ever want to manipulate or disrupt otherwise
authentic and organic scenarios, and so I find guidance and inspiration for my work directly in the place
I am and in the subjects themselves and how they are
moving about the world. This requires a lot of exploration, research and discovery- which are all integral
parts of my creative process.
How do you use colors in your work?
Just at the crux of my work in general is focused on
showing the beauty & value in the average, mundane
and often seemingly ‘mediocre’ and fleeting moments
in everyday life, I try to do the same specifically with
color itself. In my work, it’s just as important to celebrate and feature the color and vibrancy of small and
nonessential objects in the image (such as a plastic
bag, hair accessory or piece of fruit) as it is to more
prominent and extraordinary objects and subjects.
Color also reflects and often amplifies the emotions,
culture, and sense of place throughout my work.
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ZAHRA
NAZARI
My work is formed by ideas about identity,
immigration issues, and how globalization is
changing our perceptions. Their imagery is
based on traditional Middle Eastern architecture and Postmodernist western architecture.
Crossing cultures, my immigration from Iran to the
USA has been a significant influence on my work.
Raised in Hamadan, an ancient city in Iran that
dates back to 1100 BC, the modern and ancient
worlds were constantly present. I observed the
modern city flourishing alongside historical sites.
Immigration opened a new world to me both
physically and mentally and my concept of home
was challenged. I have always felt instability in my life: First, my youth in Iran, growing up

with war. Now, as an Iranian immigrant in the
United States, political conflicts, and social constraints plague my mind and influence my art.
My large-scale acrylic painting and installations
are the deconstructed and fragmented forms of
architectural structures with major themes of time,
memory, erosion, and degradation. Cultural references, Persian architectural icons, as well as
postmodern and contemporary sites in the western world all find their way into my work. Structures both ancient and contemporary are represented in a composition of vibrant brushstrokes
merged into abstract, organic forms with floating and shifting environments. I combine realism
and abstraction while keeping in mind the clarity of imagined futures atop the blur of our pasts.
- Zahra Nazari

Skylight
Acrylic on Canvas
47 3/4”x30 3/4”
2018
$6.000
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
Art has always been an important part of my life.
Growing up, I was a very quiet child. Most of my times
were spent drawing, coloring, and cutting images out
of magazines. After starting school, I involved myself
most in my art classes and would spend my whole
summers painting. The arts never lost my attention: in
college, I majored in painting, and in my graduate studies up to the present I’ve focused on visual arts.
How do different art forms or technics influence
your work?
Scale and process in sculpture and printmaking techniques influence my work the most. I combine different
materials such as wood, metal, paper, and canvas and
create free-standing or suspended three-dimensional
pieces. Scale and form are big considerations because
we interact differently with sculpture as opposed to a
two-dimensional piece. The way that forms respond to
the structure itself creates a more dynamic harmony
in the piece. Sometimes I bend the surface into more
organic shapes and other times I form sharp edges.
On the process of painting the pieces, I layer the surface similarly to how I create my image in printmaking:
in the transparent watercolor techniques I start with
lighter colors and add up darker surfaces as the imagery develops.
What inspires you the most?
Creation, for me, is an urgency; a necessity. If I am not
shaping some work, I am starving myself, gasping for

the breath of creation. While it is impossible for me
to not satisfy this need, it is further fueled by seeing and studying different styles of architecture. The
development process and the stages of architectural
development inspire me.
I remember how my environment influenced and
inspired my work in my home country of Iran; seeing the modern city flourishing beside archeological
sites of historical significance. It was there, in my
youth where I became fascinated by the way that
cities’ urban structures affect, connect, and separate
its inhabitants. Later upon immigrating to the United
States, I developed an evolving identity as an immigrant, this too informed my work beyond physical
space. Architecture, aerial views, and cities, in general, are the most dominant elements in my work.
How do you use colors in your work?
Colors evoke an immediate emotion. In my work, I
use colors directly related to the imagery of my paintings and the message I am hoping to convey. When
my pursuit is to show the effects of the development
of cities and arrival of urbanism I use cooler colors
found in metal, and glass, a variety of blue, and grays,
these colors also represent the Futuristic and Deconstructivism style. But for the works that have traditional Eastern roots and I want to draw attention to,
I bring a variety of warm earth tones, such as burnt
umber and ochre in addition to different shades of
Phthalo blue, yellow, red and green. These colors are
found in ceramics, the interior of buildings and carpets.
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SUL
RZAYEV
“Our personality is not able to embrace our consciousness” Why do I do my art : Today we have
reached a time when, according to history, literature and art, a man received a fairly broad view of
progress, culture, politics, etc. But our personality
is still vague for us. What do we belong to and how
can we be responsible for our decisions, behavior and actions in a circumvention situation. And I
use this question as a platform for developing my
modeling process and the meaning that I’m trying
to communicate. I am largely convinced that our
personality belongs to our natural material, and our
facial expressions, gestures and speech are not
reflected in our inner world. Tradition is our core,
as well as the past, and we do not need to follow it,
but we can learn from it. That’s why I try to bring the
classical period as the basic shape to many of my
works. There are many aspects of the personality
that he can not control, which are the pure nature

of man and the original consciousness. Therefore,
I create a sculpture, but at the same time based
on my developed technique, I do not participate in
the structure of the material. Each piece of material,
thrown out from a distance, creates a form. I can
direct or even solve its purpose, but full control of
the form is considered by the material itself. I create
personality but the material creates the essence of
this personality Today, at the time of globalization
when people standing before the question “which
way is a right way?” To follow future or the past,
go for technical development and ecosystem, to
bring a changes to religion and culture or mental
freedom. All this questions divide the society all
over the world. it did attached my previous works ,
and I am going to show my works to the viewer by
this theme. Using traditional materials and forms in
completely free modern interpretation.
- Sul Rzayev

No Fear
Clay, sculpted with a cuted clay disks
21”x 11”
2018
$3.800
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When did Art become an important and regular part
of your life ?

bring the classical period as the basic shape to many
of my works.

I was born in the era of the Soviet Union. The city of
Baku, was the most diverse area in the entirety of the
nation. My childhood was heavily influenced by my
father’s art collection. One of the most memorable
pieces from my household was a bronze lion sculpture
created by Pierre-Philippe Thomire. At a young age,
the sculpture resided on a pedestal directly within my
eye sight. I was able to see each crevice of the piece
with extraordinary detail. This is what initially sparked
my vast interest in the animal world. The world of pure
emotions, instincts, beauty and strong expressions.
From that time my art became a regular part of my life.

What inspires you the most?

I believe that there is a genius hiding within the mind of
every human being. Extra-ordinariness and emotions
become a very important aspect for my art. An expression of the human mind, thoughts, and feelings in a
3-dimensional object are the most important informational platform for a human itself. This is the way where
humans can dive deep into the all details of the mind
and emotions because we ourselves are 3-dimensional creatures.
How do different art forms or techniques influence
your work?
Form and the technique is inseparable part of an art
object. During my study I experimented with a bunch of
materials, I was always looking for a technique which
could step me up and awake my interest to the next
project. Through this process I become very interested
in working with clay discs. Every thin piece of clay disk
creates the story, and layer by layer creates emotion
and it’s spirit. I cut the clay with a wire and throw it by
layers from a distance. With this method, the sculpture
stays untouchable. Like an essence of any live creature is untouchable and unchangeable. There are no
fingerprints of mine left behind on my sculptures. I call
this technique “ Working with the material, not against
it, and together we create the sculpture”. Tradition is
our core, as well as the past, and we do not need to
follow it, but we can learn from it. That’s why I try to

I can get my inspiration from every kind of extra ordinariness; it can be an individual person’s action or
reaction which surprises me or awakes my interest.
It is very important to travel the globe and to get to
know people from different backgrounds, genders,
cultures, social levels and mentalities. Art is a reaction to the society I live in. It is a way for me to not only
connect with myself, but the others around me. Art is
a direct reflection of myself and continually enables
me to stay spiritually alive and happy. Through the
process of my modeling, the faces of the sculpture
change as I continue to work. The final product is a
reflection of the human nature I am surrounded by.
The aspect I follow is to show my view about modern
society touching different sides of human being as
sexuality, fear, laugh, loneliness as well as connection between instinct and intellect.
How do you use colors in your work?
Usually color is the final stage for my sculptures. To
color particular materials I prefer to use natural products like tea, coffee, red wine, etc. I also use ceramic
glaze or bronze patina. Combination of smooth and
rough, abstract or modern with the touch of classic,
something traditional with weird and experimental.
For the sculptural series “Hidden emotions” I chose
different and intense colors. All works were painted
with water color and the color was applied on the surface through rubbing the color onto the structure of
the terracotta. Part of the idea was not to bring big
changes on the surface of the material. The sculpture
“No Fear” was made to show that no one can deny
such a feeling as fear. It is a portrait in free movement, with a wide open laughing mouth, painted with
a beautiful and kind of fake turquoise color. The portrait makes an impression that behind the covered
eyes and compressed shoulders, there is fear inside,
which is hidden behind the laugh and beautiful happy
turquoise color.
Renaissance-Contemporary
Terracotta painted
23”x 15”
2018
$3.800
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JOEL
TRETIN
“It’s the beginning of the 21st century, and we are
witnessing the suppression of human rights (again),
the rise of Autocracy around the world (again), and
the accumulation of wealth by the few (again). History does repeat itself. Artist including John Heartfield
(1891 – 1968), Raoul Hausmann (1886 – 1971),
and Hannah Hock (1889 – 1971) during the 20th
century used photomontage as weapons to push
back against the unjust and hypocrisy of their time.
My work attempts to follow that tradition. I work with
original photography and Photoshop to juxtapose
visual elements and create images that cast a spotlight on the deceit and conceits of our time. Using
humor and irony, I try to broach difficult subjects in a
way that provokes serious discussion.”
- Joel Tretin

Urban Diving
Photo Collage
20”x11”
2017
$400
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Free 2 Pee
Photo Collage
16”x15/5”
2017
$400
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?

punchline not only has you laughing, it forces you to
say to yourself – “That’s so true”.

Blame it on Rauschenberg, my interest in art that is. I
first saw Rauschenberg the day after a Vietnam antiwar rally. It was the ‘60s and I was in high school. His
work broke so many rules. Paintings that incorporated
NYC litter, broken chairs, and junk. It appealed to my
rebellious nature. His artwork made statements that
were political, anti-social, and downright goofy. His
work has a lot of energy. It was impulsive. It thumbed
its nose at the uptight and overly serious art establishment. That’s exactly what I wanted to do.

How do you use colors in your work?

How do different art forms or technics influence
your work?
I love juxtaposition. Ideas colliding in ways that say
something new. I like the image to work on many levels. My “Stranger in Paradox” series uses photography
to connect different ideas and perspectives in ways
that look real but confounds reality.
What inspires you the most?
A good joke with a great punchline. A joke tells a story
that leads you down a logical path. The punchline
reframes that logic and turns it on its head. A great

I use color in the same way a Lawyer uses words.
In defending a villain, a lawyer’s opening statement
justifies the defendant’s actions. Sure, the defendant
is accused of murder but once you hear the story, any
normal person would react in the same way.
On the surface, I use color and lighting as an alibi
that justifies the image. The color is natural, and carefully blends disparate images together. But that’s just
the beginning. I color grade each image to set an
emotional pallet. For instance, the Free 2 Pee image
has a rose color cast. It desaturates the green in the
Statue of Liberty and adds a dower tone to the men’s
room. As a result, the use of color amplifies the serious intent of the image’s message. Or in the case of
the Urban Swan Dive image, I use bright saturated
color to intensify the feeling of a summer’s day. By
connecting the viewer with an emotional state that
they recognize, it allows the improbable combination
of images to feel natural.
So, actually for me, color is a subversive element. I
use it to alter reality on an almost subconscious level.
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KAREN
FITZGERALD
“For 30 years I have been working exclusively in the
tondo form. Roundness is fundamental to my visual
thinking. The form is uniquely able to convey an
essence of interconnection, wholeness and metaphysical purpose. For as long as I’ve worked on this
form, I have felt that it is the right container for what
I want to say. The energies within our physical world
are interconnected; I am interested in the process
of elucidating those interconnections through references to phenomenon in the natural world. I thin
oil paint until it is in a fluid form, building up layers
and producing a luminous, subtle, rich surface. The
paint is added on top of a gilded surface. The gilded
ground, whether copper, silver, 23k gold or 12k gold
provides a distinctly “other-worldly” space. It evokes a
universal space including our physical plane.

Light suffuses our world – its energy shapes the
mood of each day. I use color as pure light, physical energy, creating complex shades and tones that
reconnect energies present in the everyday world
with my own as well as viewers’ experiences. My
work gives you a way to have a visual experience
of your own energy. Similar to looking in a mirror, when you look into one of my paintings, you
respond to the color, nuance and energy that is
embedded in the piece. I use the gilded ground as
a cue; just as the artists of the Renaissance used
gold leaf to signify spiritual aspects, my use of gold
does not hold a decorative intention. I intend that
the precious metal indicates something beyond our
physical world, something metaphysical.”
- Karen Fitzgerald

What the Night Clouds are Doing
Oil on prepared black paper
32”x28.5”, image 20” diameter
2018
$3.500
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
My sense is that it all depends on how one defines “art”!
Does it mean the making of art? Or that time when one
becomes aware of the language of art?
I remember making drawings when I was quite young
– 4 or 5 years old. I drew an apple and colored it red
and green because that is how they looked on our trees
outside. I made a still life with fruit and vegetables from
the yard on a wicker basket. They were soon covered in
black flies and began to ferment in the sunlight. I began
painting in high school. It was often a challenge to make
the language work for me; my skill level was still naïve,
and I had so much I wanted my materials to say. Even
though I am the youngest in my family, I was the first to
go to college. I knew I would study art. In the first few
semesters I made work about things I wondered about,
things I wanted to communicate. As my capacities with
various media grew, my ideas also became deeper and
richer. By the time I was 20 there was no doubt about
what I’d be spending my lifetime doing.
How do different art forms or technics influence your
work?
I developed a way of working with oil paint that grew out
of my work with watercolors. As a young artist, I studied
watercolor with a wise teacher. It was through this work
that I learned many essential things about painting, and
about the visual language. When I grew dissatisfied with
the pale qualities of the media, I began to thin oil paint
until it was runny, and to work with it in this state. I am
interested in the chance-based aspect of liquid paint. It
cannot be controlled; decisions about form, light, edges,
and layering have to be made indirectly between the
time when the pigment settles and the time when it is
dry and can no longer be changed.

For 30 years I’ve worked on the tondo form. I feel
it is the right container for what I wish to say. It is
a comfortable form for me to work on, and easier to
launch material into suggestions of immateriality. The
rectangle constantly reminds us of our world – the
vertical uprightness of our own bodies, the horizontal presence of land and sky. The circle suggests an
infinity of space.
What inspires you the most?
The natural world is most important in my work. I consider it mysterious. The more science uncovers about
this world, the more amazing and phenomenal it is.
The fact that a tiny seed of yarrow can grow into a
large thing, blooming in colors that reflect the sun and
sky: this is amazing! As we learn how trees communicate with one another through their roots and through
chemicals they release into the air; this energy and its
interconnectivity is thoroughly complex.
How do you use colors in your work?
The subtlety of tone and its interactions are one of
the richest things within my work. Because the paint
is very thin, an undertone of color will shine through
and influence colors above it. I am interested in the
language of color. Similar to the visual language itself,
and the infinite metaphoric capacity of poetry, color
has a wide web of interconnectivity within our world.
It has emotional properties of great subtlety. It conveys light in an equally subtle, complex manner. It can
switch and swing back and forth along this continuum and quite a few other continua. It is referential,
symbolic, and itself, sometimes all at once.

This Unbought Loveliness of Moon
Oil with 21k moon gold on patterned, prepared paper
35”x31”
2018
$3.800
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CARRIE
ABLE
The light casts...
A tepid hue..
Its shadow creating...
A warmer Blue...
The heat of the sun...
Reflections make...
A cascade of colors...
Cool Reds....
And warmer Blues...
Dancing together..
As vibrant hues...
In both..
Light and Shadow.
- Carrie Able

One
Oil on linen
18”x18”
2018
$3.000
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Carmelo Midili
Vie Infinite
Wood, discarded painting on
canvas panel, pumice, sand
45’’x36’’x5’’
2014
$3.750

Maria Belford
Waiting on Charlotte Street
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
Archival Matte Giclee Print
16”x20”
2016
$500

Joongyung Kim
Andreenko Peinture
Mixed medium sculpture
8”x12”x8”
2015
$700

Maria Belford
Independence
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
Archival Matte Giclee Print
16”x20”
2016
$500

Joongyung Kim
Sophie Taeuber Arp - Tapisserie
Dada, Composition à triangles,
rectangles et parties d‘anneaux
Object
42”x22”
2016
$300

Zahra Nazari
Skylight
Acrylic on Canvas
47 3/4”x30 3/4”
2018
$6.000

Maria Belford
El Rey,
Cuba
Archival Matte Giclee Print
16”x20”
2017
$500

Sul Rzayev
No Fear
Clay, sculpted with a cuted clay
disks
21”x 11”
2018
$3.800

Sul Rzayev
Renaissance-Contemporary
Terracotta painted
23”x 15”
2018
$3.800

Karen Fitzgerald
This Unbought Loveliness of Moon
Oil with 21k moon gold on
patterned, prepared paper
35”x31”
2018
$3.800

Joel Tretin
Urban Diving
Photo Collage
20”x11”
2017
$400

Carrie Able
One
Oil on linen
18”x18”
2018
$3.000

Joel Tretin
Free 2 Pee
Photo Collage
16”x15/5”
2017
$400

Karen Fitzgerald
What the Night Clouds are
Doing
Oil on prepared black paper
32”x28.5”, image 20” diameter
2018
$3.500
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ABOUT
GALLERY
Carrie Able Gallery opened in September 2016 in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. The gallery showcases the work
of the renowned artist, Able, amongst the most exciting
emerging visual artists. The artists showcased are discovered via an open submission policy and are evaluated by Lead Curator, Damien Anger, based solely on
the art itself without consideration of CV or biographical information. While a commercial gallery, Carrie Able
Gallery is mission based. The chalk board front door of
the space showcases an ongoing community ephemeral
art project. The gallery also hosts free monthly art classes for 8-12 year olds as well as a free monthly event,
Living Arts Night, where poets and musicians are welcome to share their work. Carrie Able Gallery is a proud
partner of the National Parks Arts Foundation. Private
gallery tours are available upon request. Translation services are available in French, Italian and Mandarin. Keep
up to date with the Carrie Able’s Gallery’s happenings
on the free app available in google play and the apple
app store.

DAMIEN ANGER
Damien Anger is an art historian and curator. He has
worked in several galleries in Paris, France, and also
as a curatorial assistant in museums. He completed
a M.A. in contemporary art history at Sorbonne University in Paris and received a B.A. from Ecole du
Louvre. His research is focused on Queer censorship in American Art from 1970 to 2000, but also in
underground art scenes, social issues in post-modern art, the relationship between cultural crisis and
art controversy, as well as post-conceptual Russian
art.

OUR PARTNERS
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Art Money makes it easier & more affordable to
buy art. Take your art home and pay for it later.
10 payments. Interest free.
Art Money is available from $1,000 to $50,000.

Artsy features the world’s leading galleries, museum collections, foundations, artist estates, art
fairs, and benefit auctions, all in one place.

artmoney.com

artsy.net
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facebook.com/carrieablegallery
@carrieablegallery | @carrieableart
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